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Abstract We present an estimation of the lower limits of local magnetic field strengths
in quiescent, activated, and active (surges) prominences, based on reconstructed three-
dimensional (3D) trajectories of individual prominence knots. The 3D trajectories, veloc-
ities, tangential and centripetal accelerations of the knots were reconstructed using obser-
vational data collected with a single ground-based telescope equipped with a Multi-channel
Subtractive Double Pass imaging spectrograph. Lower limits of magnetic fields channel-
ing observed plasma flows were estimated under assumption of the equipartition principle.
Assuming approximate electron densities of the plasma ne = 5 × 1011 cm−3 in surges and
ne = 5 × 1010 cm−3 in quiescent/activated prominences, we found that the magnetic fields
channeling two observed surges range from 16 to 40 Gauss, while in quiescent and acti-
vated prominences they were less than 10 Gauss. Our results are consistent with previous
detections of weak local magnetic fields in the solar prominences.

Keywords Prominences, dynamics · Prominences, magnetic fields

1. Introduction

Solar quiescent prominences observed in the Hα line (λ = 6562.8 Å) are long-lived
and globally stable structures, having a typical density of the order of 10−13 g cm−3

(ne = 1010 – 1011 cm−3) and a typical temperature of the order of 104 K (Wiik, Dere, and
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Schmieder, 1993; Tandberg-Hanssen, 1995; Hillier, Shibata, and Isobe, 2010). Prominence
plasma is coupled to magnetic fields, which channel plasma flows, carry plasma away and/or
support it against solar gravity (Aulanier and Démoulin, 2003; Ballegooijen and Cranmer,
2010). Magnetic fields also insulate relatively cold and dense prominence plasma from the
surrounding hot and much more dilute coronal plasma. Although the overall structure of the
quiescent prominence is relatively stable, numerous small-scale structures observed inside
the prominences, like well outlined knots of plasma or extended flows, are locally highly
dynamic and move along complicated, curved trajectories. Precise measurements of mag-
netic fields in solar prominences are crucial for understanding their structure, magnetic sup-
port, and evolution. Direct investigations of the magnetic fields in prominences started in
the early 1960s, using at first the Zeeman effect (Zirin and Severny, 1961; Rust, 1967;
Tandberg-Hanssen, 2011), subsequently replaced by spectropolarimetry of prominences
applying Zeeman and Hanle effect observations (Leroy, Ratier, and Bommier, 1977;
Bommier and Sahal-Brechot, 1978). The majority of the absolute field strength measure-
ments in quiescent prominences revealed fields of less than 10 Gauss, but some stronger lo-
cal fields up to 70 Gauss were also reported (Querfeld et al., 1985; Tandberg-Hanssen, 1995;
Paletou et al., 2001; Aulanier and Démoulin, 2003; Casini et al., 2003; Wiehr and Bianda,
2003; Merenda et al., 2006; Chae, 2010; Hillier, Shibata, and Isobe, 2010). Recently, Kuck-
ein and co-workers reported 600 – 700 Gauss magnetic fields in a filament (Kuckein et al.,
2009; see also Jing et al., 2010), ascribing low values of the earlier measurements to the lack
of full Stokes polarimetry.

Surges are active prominences that look like long straight or curved columns of plasma
moving with velocities up to a few hundred km s−1 (Garczyńska et al., 1982), their typical
density could be estimated as roughly 5 × 10−12 g cm−3 (ne = 1011 – 1012 cm−3) (Tandberg-
Hanssen, 1977, 1995). The magnetic fields in active prominences (like surges or sprays) are
less known than magnetic fields in quiescent ones (Tandberg-Hanssen, 2011). However, in
the case of surges there exist some estimations of magnetic field strengths, ranging from a
few up to a few tens of Gauss (Liu and Kurokawa, 2004; Brooks, Kurokawa, and Berger,
2007; Sánchez-Andrade Nuño et al., 2008).

Direct observations and modeling of the magnetic fields in solar prominences are still
difficult while the resolving power of the existing relevant observing facilities is substan-
tially lower than the diameters of prominence subtle structures (i.e. threads). Thus, each
opportunity for independent check of the obtained results should be explored. In our pre-
vious paper (Zapiór and Rudawy, 2010) we presented in detail a method of restoration of
the true 3D trajectories of prominence knots using ground-based observations taken with a
single telescope equipped with a Multi-channel Subtractive Double Pass (MSDP) imaging
spectrograph (Mein, 1977). We have shown that the method allows an evaluation of the true
3D trajectories of the prominence knots without any assumptions concerning the shape of
trajectories or dynamics of the motion. In the present work we exploit the method for the de-
termination of accelerations acting on observed plasma knots and for the estimation of lower
limits of the magnetic fields channeling the observed plasma flows under the assumption that
magnetic field configurations fully control plasma trajectories.

2. Observations and Data Processing

We investigated 13 plasma knots recorded in two surges (i.e. active prominences) observed
on 7 July 2011 at the west limb of the Sun, two quiescent prominences observed over the
north-west solar limb on 18 August 2011 and over the east solar limb on 3 September 2011,
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respectively, as well as an activated prominence observed over the north-west solar limb on
1 September 2011.

Spectrograms of the investigated prominences were collected with the Large Corona-
graph equipped with a MSDP imaging spectrograph at the Białków Observatory of the
University of Wrocław, Poland. The coronagraph has a 51 cm entrance aperture and nearly
14.5 m effective focal length; its effective spatial resolution is limited by seeing only. The
MSDP spectrograph has a nine-channel prism-box and its spectral resolution is equal to
0.4 Å. The field of view (FOV) of individual spectrograms is equal to (325 × 41arcsec2).
The numerical reduction of the raw spectrograms was made using the standard MSDP soft-
ware designed by Mein (1991a, 1991b) and Rudawy (1996) and our own auxiliary codes.
After numerical processing we obtained for each spectrogram a compound file containing 13
quasi-monochromatic images encompassing the whole FOV and separated by �λ = 0.2 Å
in wavelength along the Hα line profile and the Hα line spectra for all pixels inside the
FOV (in a range of �λ = ±1.2 Å from line center). Series of consecutive individual quasi-
monochromatic images (up to 25 images per series) are numerically “combined” into large-
area images covering the whole investigated object (like a prominence). The effective time
resolution of the processed data is of the order of 15 – 60 seconds, depending on the size of
the observed object.

The images were co-aligned in a common triaxial reference frame having arbitrarily ori-
ented axes: X and Y axes lie in the sky plane, Z-axis is oriented outward the observer. X – Y

positions of the knot are calculated on the consecutive images using the position of the cen-
troid of the knot delimited by an arbitrarily selected isophote (usually the isophote of 70 %
of the brightest pixel); the mean emission profiles of the knot are used to evaluate the line of
sight (LOS) velocities of the material. Subsequently, the 3D trajectories of the knots are cal-
culated using a polynomial approximation of the obtained positions in the plane of the sky
(expressed in kilometers) and LOS velocities (in kilometers per second) at discrete times
and then by integration of the velocities the translation along the Z-axis is obtained. The
absolute starting positions of the knots along the Z-axis could not be determined with our
method and thus we assumed for each knot z = 0 for starting or ending position. The detailed
description of the applied reduction procedures was discussed in Zapiór and Rudawy (2010).
The present version of the code automatically follows the positions of the selected knots on
consecutive images, using simple knot identification and a tracking algorithm, which takes
into account instantaneous changes of the brightness, shape and seeing-induced distortions
of the knots. The code works completely autonomously after initiation, but due to the high
rate of misidentifications, caused mainly by overlapping structures, all the results are ex-
amined by the observer to prevent bad tracking. An obvious extension of the code provides
also the spatial velocity, the tangential (along the trajectory) and centripetal (perpendicular
to the trajectory) accelerations of the observed plasma knots. The accelerations obtained for
the investigated prominence knots are described in Section 3.

Using restored 3D trajectories of the individual knots we estimated the local magnetic
field strengths of the prominences under the assumption that the magnetic field fully con-
trols the observed trajectories of plasma knots. Assuming the equipartition principle to hold
between magnetic and kinetic energy densities and disregarding the influence of gravity and
the viscosity we have

1

2
ρv2 = B2

8π
,

where ρ is the density in the knot, v is the instantaneous spatial velocity of the knot and B is
the magnetic field for different times during the observation of an individual knot. We made
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Table 1 Time spans of the observations, number of “combined” images, extreme values of the measured
accelerations and estimated minimal magnetic field strengths.

Prominence Knot Observations No. of
images

Acceleration [m s−2] Magnetic
field [G]Begin End Tangential Centripetal

7 Jul 2011 A 15:55:58 16:08:23 17 −280a – 163a 59 – 609a 18 – 40

B 16:47:42 16:57:34 17 −155 – −18 31 – 234 16 – 34

18 Aug 2011 A 13:38:19 14:05:03 43 −30 – 52 3 – 57 0.5 – 3.5

B 10:40:48 11:21:40 83 −17 – 17 1 – 12 0.2 – 2.9

C 11:30:53 12:08:57 86 −15 – 18 0.1 – 13 0.0 – 2.5

1 Sep 2011 A 13:09:14 13:32:28 38 −5 – 3 0.0 – 5 0.6 – 0.9

B 13:42:57 14:06:19 43 −80a – 12a 0.3 – 65a 0.8 – 2.3

C 13:09:14 13:32:28 38 −79a – 47a 2 – 63a 0.9 – 1.9

D 11:02:17 11:15:36 22 −5.4 – 16 0 – 24 0.4 – 1.0

3 Sep 2011 A 09:16:18 09:43:29 33 −48 – 47 3 – 49 0.1 – 5

B 12:03:41 12:17:51 16 −64 – 67 11 – 105a 0.4 – 2.6

C 13:26:32 13:40:05 14 31 – 69 53 – 78 5 – 10

D 14:23:09 14:41:37 14 −44 – 45 16 – 46 0.4 – 4

aValue potentially affected by side-effects of the polynomial approximation to the trajectory.

similar consideration as Ballester and Kleczek (1984) for the motion of the knots in three
dimensions and obtained the expression:

B =
√

4πρv2,

which is the lower limit of the instantaneous magnetic field of the prominence. However,
while variations of the diameters of magnetic flux ropes channeling the investigated knots
are unknown, we present in graphical form field strengths calculated along the whole ob-
served trajectory of each particular knot and in Table 1 the highest and lowest values of the
fields instead of giving a single minimal value.

Electron densities of the solar prominences estimated using various observational meth-
ods and theoretical models vary greatly (see, for example Malherbe, 1989; Tandberg-
Hanssen, 1995; Labrosse et al., 2010 and references therein). The variations are caused
both by differences between the various applied observational techniques and by real vari-
ations among individual prominences and various kinds of prominence (Labrosse et al.,
2010). Taking into account the broad range of previously presented results, typical electron
densities in prominences could be characterized as 109 – 1011 cm−3. While the estimated
lower limits of the magnetic fields controlling prominences are proportional to the square
root of the electron densities, we assumed in our calculations high, but reasonable electron
densities of the plasma equal to ne = 5 × 1011 cm−3 in surges (Tandberg-Hanssen, 1977)
and ne = 5 × 1010 cm−3 in quiescent/activated prominences (Labrosse et al., 2010).

Time spans of the knots’ observations, extreme values of the measured accelerations
and estimated limiting magnetic fields are presented concisely in Table 1. The errors of the
measured X and Y position of the knots (i.e. positions measured in the sky plane) were
caused mainly by errors in the co-alignment of the consecutive images in the common tri-
axial reference frame. These errors were estimated as a standard deviation of the measured
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positions of selected stable features (like the solar limb in the X-direction or selected struc-
tures in the prominences in the Y -direction). The errors of the X and Y positions were
usually less than 700 km, while the diameters of the investigated knots were of the order of
d = 3 – 4 × 104 km. The errors of the radial velocities were evaluated using the bootstrap
method (Efron, 1979; Andrae, 2010). They were mostly of the order of 0.5 km s−1, but in
cases of very faint, barely visible knots they increased up to 10 km s−1. The errors of the Z

positions were estimated as the accumulation of the individual errors of all previous posi-
tions along the trajectory, usually reaching about 800 km per 1000 seconds of observations.
Error ranges of the accelerations and lower limits of the magnetic fields were calculated
using bootstrap method also; they are plotted by dashed lines on Figures 3, 6, 9 and 12.

3. Results

3.1. Surges on 7 July 2011

Two surges were observed on 7 July 2011 over the west limb of the Sun, near NOAA
11244 active region (AR) (PA = 285◦ – 300◦). The observational data were collected be-
tween 05:22 UT and 17:06 UT with time cadence between 18 and 45 seconds, the total
number of the processed multi-wavelength compound images is 766. Figure 1 presents a
“combined” image taken during an early phase of the surge marked A at 15:58 UT in Hα
line center with superimposed measured positions in the sky plane of the two knots forming
the tips of both surges. Figure 2 presents the restored 3D trajectories of both knots. For bet-
ter visibility of both tracks we the shifted starting positions of the knots by approximately
5000 km in the vertical direction.

Knot A decelerated from ∼120 km s−1 to ∼60 km s−1, knot B had a nearly constant
velocity of ∼90 km s−1. However, the LOS component of the velocity was negative for knot
A and positive for knot B. Thus their trajectories observed in projection on the sky plane
(2D) looks nearly parallel, while in 3D they disperse toward and away from the observer. The
tangential accelerations measured for both knots were negative, ranging from −150 m s−2

to 0 m s−2. The centripetal accelerations varied between 50 m s−2 and 250 m s−2 (excluding
the starting and especially the ending parts of the observational period of A knot, when the
calculated accelerations and magnetic fields are affected by side-effects of the polynomial
approximation for the trajectory, which significantly increased estimated error ranges), see
Figure 3, left and middle panels. The values strongly affected by side-effects are marked
with an asterisk in Table 1.

The minimum magnetic fields calculated along the trajectory of knot A range between 18
and 40 Gauss, while for knot B they range from 16 to 34 Gauss (Figure 3, right panel).

Figure 1 Temporal changes of
the positions projected on the sky
plane of the two knots forming
the tips of two surges (marked A
and B) observed on 7 July 2011.
The positions are superimposed
on a “combined” image (see main
text for details) taken during an
early phase of the surge marked
A at 15:58 UT in Hα line center.
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Figure 2 Restored 3D trajectories of the tips of the two surges observed on 7 July 2011. Axes are scaled
in kilometers. Thick lines represent axonometric projections of the trajectories while thin lines represent
projections of the trajectories on the perpendicular surfaces of the reference frame X – Z and Y – Z. LOS is
toward the top (along the Z axis). Purple lines represent surge A, green lines represent surge B. Small black
arrows show directions of motions of the investigated knots along the trajectories.

Figure 3 Tangential accelerations (left), centripetal accelerations (center) and calculated lower limits of
magnetic field strengths along restored trajectories of the two surges on 7 July 2011. For each knot time is
counted from zero from the beginning of its observations. Purple lines represent surge A, green lines represent
surge B (compare to Figure 2). Error ranges for accelerations and estimated lower limits of the magnetic fields
are plotted by dashed lines.

3.2. Activated Prominence on 18 August 2011

An activated prominence was observed on 18 August 2011, from 08:27 UT up to 16:16 UT,
over the north-west part of the solar limb (PA = 315◦ – 335◦). The time cadence of the data
was 30 – 45 seconds, the total number of the collected multi-wavelength compound images
of the prominence was 714. Figure 4 presents a “combined” (2D) image of the prominence
taken at 10:41 UT in Hα line center with superimposed positions measured in the sky plane
of three investigated knots (marked A, B and C, respectively). Apparent 2D motions of knots
were roughly parallel to the limb. Figure 5 presents restored 3D trajectories of the same
knots. The knots were located in different parts of the prominence, but all moved toward the
observer, having quite similar, nearly parallel trajectories, inclined by ∼45◦ to the plane of
the sky. The main body of the prominence, crossing the central meridian on 11 August 2011,
was inclined by ∼30◦ to the local meridian, thus the trajectories of the knots were inclined
by ∼75◦ to the prominence’s body.
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Figure 4 Temporal changes of
the positions projected on the sky
plane of three plasma knots
(marked A, B and C) observed in
the activated prominence
recorded over the north-west
solar limb on 18 August 2011.
The positions are superimposed
on a “combined” image taken at
10:41 UT in Hα line center.

Figure 5 Restored 3D trajectories of the three knots observed in the activated prominence on 18 August
2011. Trajectories are presented as well as axes are scaled and oriented as in Figure 2. Purple, blue and green
lines represent knots A, B, and C, respectively.

Figure 6 Tangential accelerations (left), centripetal accelerations (center) and calculated lower limits of
magnetic field strengths along the restored trajectories of A, B, and C knots observed in the activated promi-
nence on 18 August 2011. For each knot time is counted from zero from the beginning of its observations.
Color coding is the same as in Figure 5. Error ranges for accelerations and estimated lower limits of the
magnetic fields are plotted by dashed lines.

The velocities of all knots where in the range of 5 – 33 km s−1 for knot A, 3 – 21 km s−1

for knot B and 0 – 25 km s−1 for knot C. The tangential accelerations measured for all three
knots were small, ranging from −30 m s−2 to 52 m s−2. Knot A at first was accelerated
tangentially but with a gradually decreasing acceleration from 52 m s−2 to 0 m s−2, then it
was decelerated with increasing deceleration from 0 m s−2 to −30 m s−2. Knot B showed
alternately accelerations and decelerations along its trajectory, ranging from −17 m s−2 to
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17 m s−2 (the 3D trajectory consisted of three arcs). Knot C at first was slightly deceler-
ated tangentially by ∼ − 15 m s−2 and then, after crossing the tip of the trajectory, it was
accelerated by ∼15 to 18 m s−2.

The centripetal accelerations of knot A changed smoothly due to the very regular shape of
its trajectory, ranging between 3 and 57 m s−2. The centripetal accelerations of knot B were
more variable in time (again, due to the complicated trajectory of the knot), ranging from
1 to 12 m s−2. Similarly, the centripetal accelerations of knot C ranged from 0 to 13 m s−2

(see Figure 6, left and middle panels).
The estimated minimum magnetic fields calculated along the trajectory of knot A range

between 0.5 and 3.5 Gauss, while for knots B and C they range from 0.2 to 2.9 and 0.0 to
2.5 Gauss, respectively (Figure 6, right panel).

3.3. Activated Prominence on 1 September 2011

An activated prominence was visible over the north-west solar limb on 1 September 2011
(PA = 330◦). The observations began at 08:00 UT and stopped at 14:24 UT, the applied time
cadence varied between 36 and 60 seconds. The total number of collected images was equal
to 410. Figure 7 and Figure 8 present an image of the prominence taken at 13:09 UT in Hα
line center with over-plotted measured consecutive positions of four knots (marked A, B,
C, and D) in the sky plane and restored positions in 3D space, respectively. Apparent 2D
displacements of all knots in the sky plane were small, but when observed in 3D, all knots
moved nearly perpendicularly to the plane of the sky and nearly parallel to each other along
slightly bent trajectories, having similar velocities (of the order of 10 km s−1). It is worth to
stress that knots were observed in various periods of time (A and C between 13:09 UT and
13:32 UT, B between 13:42 UT and 14:06 UT and D between 11:02 UT and 11:15 UT).

The velocities of all knots where in the range 4 – 23 km s−1. During most of the observing
periods their tangential accelerations were small, in a range from −20 m s−2 to 20 m s−2.
The centripetal acceleration ranged from 0 m s−2 to 25 m s−2. High tangential and cen-
tripetal accelerations of knots B and C estimated at the beginning and end of the observing
periods seem to be artifacts caused by side-effects of the polynomial approximation to their
trajectories (see Figure 9, left and middle panels).

The estimated minimum magnetic fields calculated along the trajectories of all knots
were about 1 Gauss (excluding side-effects of the polynomial approximation to the trajecto-
ries knots B and C), see Figure 9, right panel.

Figure 7 Temporal changes of
the positions projected on the sky
plane of four plasma knots
(marked A, B, C, and D)
observed in the activated
prominence recorded over the
north-west solar limb on
1 September 2011. The positions
are superimposed on a
“combined” image taken at
13:09 UT in Hα line center.
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Figure 8 Restored 3D trajectories of four knots observed in the activated prominence on 1 September 2011.
Trajectories are presented as well as axes are scaled and oriented as in Figure 2. Purple, blue, green and
yellow lines represent knots A, B, C, and D, respectively.

Figure 9 Tangential accelerations (left), centripetal accelerations (center) and calculated lower limits of
magnetic field strengths along the restored trajectories of the knots observed in the activated prominence on
1 September 2011. For each knot time is counted from zero from the beginning of its observations. Color
coding is the same as in Figure 8. Error ranges for accelerations and estimated lower limits of the magnetic
fields are plotted by dashed lines.

3.4. Quiescent Prominence on 3 September 2011

A quiescent prominence was observed over the east solar limb on 3 September 2011 (PA =
55◦ – 70◦). The observations started at 09:14 UT and finished at 15:17 UT, time cadence
was between 60 and 72 seconds. The total number of collected images was 299. Figure 10
presents an image of the prominence taken at 09:16 UT in Hα line center with over-plotted
measured consecutive positions in the sky plane of the four investigated knots (marked A,
B, C, and D, respectively). Apparent 2D motions of all knots were directed toward the south
and they outlined slightly curved loops. Figure 11 presents their restored 3D trajectories.
LOS velocities of all knots were very small so their true 3D trajectories were similar to the
trajectories projected on the sky plane. All knots moved toward the observer, along little
inclined, curved trajectories, except knot A, which turned back.

The velocities of all knots where in the range of 6 – 8 km s−1 for knot A, 9 – 23 km s−1

for knot B, 10 – 19 km s−1 for knot C and 4 – 10 km s−1 for knot D.
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Figure 10 Temporal changes of the positions projected on the sky plane of four plasma knots (marked A, B,
C, and D) observed in the quiescent prominence recorded over the east solar limb on 3 September 2011. The
positions are superimposed on a “combined” image taken at 09:16 UT in Hα line center.

Figure 11 Restored 3D trajectories of four knots observed in the quiescent prominence on 3 September
2011. Trajectories are presented as well as axes are scaled and oriented as in Figure 2. Purple, blue, green,
and yellow lines represent knots A, B, C, and D, respectively.

Figure 12 Tangential accelerations (left), centripetal accelerations (center) and calculated lower limits of
magnetic field strengths along the restored trajectories of the knots observed in the quiescent prominence
on 3 September 2011. For each knot time is counted from zero from the beginning of its observation. Color
coding is the same as in Figure 11. Error ranges for accelerations and estimated lower limits of the magnetic
fields are plotted by dashed lines.

The tangential accelerations measured for all knots were relatively small, ranging from
−70 m s−2 to 60 m s−2. Knots A and D were firstly decelerated by −50 m s−2 and then
accelerated by 50 m s−2 (they were observed in various time intervals). Knot B at first ac-
celerated with the acceleration decreasing gradually from 60 m s−2 down to 0 m s−2, then
it decelerated with deceleration growing from 0 m s−2 up to −60 m s−2. Rapid changes of
tangential and centripetal accelerations of knot B at the end of the observed period seems
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to be an artifact caused by side-effects of the polynomial approximation to its trajectory.
Knot C was accelerated along the whole observed trajectory, with an acceleration grow-
ing from 35 m s−2 to 70 m s−2. The centripetal accelerations of the knots ranged from 5 to
80 m s−2 (see Figure 12, left and middle panels).

The estimated minimum magnetic fields calculated along the trajectory of knot C range
between 5 and 10 Gauss, while for knots A, B, and D they range from 0.1 to 5 Gauss (Fig-
ure 12, right panel).

4. Conclusions

We have presented 3D trajectories, velocities, tangential and centripetal accelerations of the
plasma knots observed in solar prominences of various kinds (surges, activated, and quies-
cent prominences), restored using a single ground-based telescope and MSDP spectrograph
observations. The established parameters of the 3D (spatial) motions of the individual knots
were applied to estimate lower limits of the magnetic fields channeling observed plasma
flows under the assumption of the equipartition principle. The applied assumption is very
strong, but it is consistent with contemporary prominence models assuming that local mag-
netic fields guide plasma flows and determine their geometry, being revealed by trajectories
of the visible individual plasma knots or streams (Aulanier and Démoulin, 2003). We found
also that the lower limits of the magnetic fields varied along the trajectories (i.e. along the
magnetic flux ropes). However, while the diameter variations of the magnetic flux ropes
channeling the investigated knots are unknown, no unique values of the magnetic field were
calculated for the whole trajectories, but instantaneous values along the trajectories only.

The tangential accelerations of the knots observed in active and quiescent prominences
ranged roughly from −100 m s−2 to 80 m s−2, while in the case of two surges they ranged
from −250 m s−2 to −20 m s−2. The centripetal accelerations of the knots observed in active
and quiescent prominences ranged roughly from 0 m s−2 to 100 m s−2, while for the two
surges they ranged from 30 m s−2 to ∼250 m s−2. The measured accelerations are roughly
similar to previously presented results (Klepikov and Platov, 1985; Rompolt, 1990; Vršnak,
1990; Antolin and van der Voort, 2012).

Assuming approximate typical electron densities of the plasma ne = 5 × 1011 cm−3 in
surges and ne = 5 × 1010 cm−3 in quiescent/activated prominences (Tandberg-Hanssen,
1977; Labrosse et al., 2010) we found that lower limits of the local magnetic fields in
surges were equal to 16 – 40 Gauss, while in activated and quiescent prominences were less
than 10 Gauss. In case if the actual densities of the investigated prominences were smaller
than the assumed typical values applied in the calculations, the obtained lower limits of the
magnetic fields controlling the prominences were slightly overestimated. Most of the direct
measurements of the solar prominence magnetic fields, made using various methods also
revealed rather weak local magnetic fields, ranging from a few up to a few tens of Gauss
(see the discussion in the Introduction and references therein). However, as was mentioned
before, there were also some recent observations and numerical models reporting mag-
netic field strengths in the filaments of the order of 600 – 700 Gauss (Kuckein et al., 2009;
Jing et al., 2010). Our result is consistent with previous detections of weak local magnetic
fields in solar prominences, but, having established the lower limits of the magnetic fields
for a limited number of prominence knots only, we cannot discard a possibility of strong
fields in prominences.
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